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NEW QUESTION: 1
A company's legacy application is currently relying on a
single-instance Amazon RDS MySQL database without encryption
Due to new compliance requirements, all existing and new data
in this database must be encrypted
How should this be accomplished?
A. Take a snapshot of the RDS instance Create an encrypted copy
of the snapshot Restore the RDS instance from the encrypted
snapshot
B. Create an RDS read replica with encryption at rest enabled
Promote the read replica to master and switch the application
over to the new master Delete the old RDS instance.
C. Create an Amazon S3 bucket with server-side encryption
enabled Move all the data to Amazon S3 Delete the RDS instance
D. Enable RDS Multi-AZ mode with encryption at rest enabled
Perform a failover to the standby instance to delete the
original instance
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
A senior manager asks the chief audit executive (CAE) to
explain why statistical sampling is the best method to use in
conducting an internal audit. Which advantages should the CAE
point to in order to justify the internal audit activity's
(IAA) use of statistical sampling?
A. Statistical sampling allows for evaluation of all
organizational data at once, increases the likelihood that
risks are immediately identified, and does not require a level
of tolerable misstatement or margin of error.
B. Statistical sampling itself identifies root causes of
issues, utilizes a qualitative method for analyzing results,
and supports engagement objectives through the use of external
benchmarking.
C. Statistical sampling sets limits on resources used for the
IAA, allows for a subjective interpretation of the IAA's
sampling results, and supports The Institute of Internal
Auditors' requirements for using questionnaires as a sampling
tool.
D. Statistical sampling allows for the selection of a minimum
sample size, provides a quantitative expression of the IAA's
sampling results, and supports extrapolation.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
You want to converse IP address space and reduce your fabric
management overhead. For these reasons, you decided to use

unnumbered Ethernet interfaces for your IP Fabric.
Which statement is correct in this scenario?
A. Only the IPv4 address family is supported on the interfaces.
B. OSPF is supported on unnumbered interfaces configured as a
point-to-point connection.
C. PIM is not supported on upstream unnumbered interfaces in
the PIM topology.
D. The donor interface for an unnumbered interface must have
only one configured IP address.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
https://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/junos/topics/topicmap/interfaces-configuring- an-unnumbered-interface.html
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